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Hello everyone who loves to play and experiment with color,

Images of the beach stir up times of simple pleasures free from the everyday demands and routines. Memorable times spent at the beach linger in our mind and our hearts and provide a resting place from the pace of a frantic life. May these images and coloring pages carry you to a great escape where days are carefree, full of fun, relaxation and happy experiences.

I am pleased to be working with FaveCrafts.com again and excited to be sharing this eBook of summer and beach images. When asked to create coloring pages I never know the actual outcome of each image and I am so thrilled about these.

For the choice in coloring of the cover and Swordfish Seascape Coloring Page I looked to the internet for summer colors. All the different seasons of the year carry various colors that remind us of the season subliminally. So my suggestion to you when coloring your pages, learn and research the colors of summer before getting started. Use only those colors on your palette. Less is more, in my mind, when working in color!

A suggestion is to print out the images on an 80lb card stock paper. It has a wonderful body to it and easy to work with. Also placing the work on a clip board is a great way to be able to color and work anywhere. Perfect for on your lap on a beach chair overlooking the lake or ocean. The cover and other pages I have colored in have been done with colored pencils. Easy to take anywhere, especially to the shore!

My world is surrounded by textures, shapes, forms and color. I consider myself to be an all around artist “Creative” working in a variety of mediums, and many at the same time. Mediums that catch my fancy, or when working on a particular project that needs to be completed for a client, mixing up my mediums is my thing too, it all depends. It’s all about the art and the look I am trying to achieve. Have fun with this and share it with your family and friends. If you are so inclined send it my way, too. I would love to see your work and the colors you have chosen.

May your summer and time at the beach be a colorful, safe and happy one!
Carol

Carol Foldvary-Anderson / varyCarol
http://www.varyCarol.com
http://www.Calligraphy-theLetteraryArts.com
http://www.OilPastelSmudge.com
http://www.MakeArtYourBusiness.com

Carol is a renowned award winning Designer, Illustrator, Calligraphy & Lettering Artist. Creator of several stained glass coloring books, an Arts Educator and Designer Member of the Association For Creative Industries. She is also the innovative creator of the exciting OIL PASTEL SMUDGE technique. She has illustrated several eBooks for FaveCrafts. Check out more about this accomplished original, inventive and varied Creative at her primary website varyCarol.com
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